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The first three exercises are an addition to exercise 6.5.7. We recommend
you solve this first, and using the function difference_eq2 in the module
difference_eqs.py (we implemented this in last weeks extra exercise). In
particular you should implement a kernel function f for computing the values
in the difference equation.

Exercise 1. Use Python to plot the numerical solution against the analyti-
cal solution for the first 10 values after the initial conditions. Are there any
deviations between the two?
Exercise 2. Using the values of the difference equation returned from the
function difference_eq2, find an index where xn = 0. Explain the significance
of this particular n when simulating the difference equation.
Exercise 3. Print the values of the difference equation vector at indices after
3168 i.e. x3068, x3069,. . . . Is this compatible with what you found in exercise
6.5.7(b)?

The next two extra exercises show how difference equations can generate
interesting sounds which we can listen to. What you see here is a slightly
modified version of exercise A.16 in the INF1100 textbook. We will consider
the following difference equation
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xn = 0.

This is a difference equation of order p+1, since we use values p+1 steps back
(All except three of the coefficients in the difference equation are 0, however).
Since the difference equation is of order p + 1, we need p + 1 intial values. We
will set these as randomly generated integers between 0 and 215−1. You can use
the function randint (see Section 8.2.1 in the INF1100 textbook) to generate
random integers.

Exercise 4. Write a function solve(N, p) which returns the N first values
from this difference equation (i.e. the values x0, x1, . . . ,xN−1).

We can use the sound module in scitools to listen to how the values generated
from the difference equation sound, when we play it as a sound (you may have
to consult section 5.3.3 in the INF1100 textbook to learn more about scitools,
or appendix A.2 in the same textbook to learn more about the sound module).
The sound module represents sound samples as 16 bit unsigned integers, so that
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the sound samples are integers between 0 and 215 − 1 as described above. In
other words, the p+1 initial values represent randomly generated sound samples.

Exercise 5. Write a program which reads two integer values from the command
line, stores these as integer variables f and length in your code, and then runs
the following code (import the necessary functions from the sound module):

r=44100;
p=r/f
N = length*r
x=solve(N,p)
play(array(x).reshape((N,1)),r)

Run your program with parameters 220 and 5. What do you hear? What mu-
sical instrument does the sound resemble? Also listen to the sound for other
values of the first parameter, such as 440 and 880. What do you think the first
parameter to your program represents? (the second variable length represents
the time of the sound we play in seconds).

Some of you may learn about digital filters in later courses. We will not define
filters here, but only mention that the difference equation above originates from
applying a certain filter to the randomly constructed sound we started with. The
particular filter used here has been shown in the literature to be particularly
well suited to model vibrations in string instruments. This way to model string
instruments is also called the Karplus-Strong model, named after its inventors.
You can find much more information about this on the web.
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